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CHARTER SCHOOL

Probe of principal’s spending ordered
El Camino Real hires investigator to look into leader’s lavish credit-card use
By Dana Bartholomew
and Matt Carey
dana.bartholomew@langnews.com
@DN_DanaBart on Twitter
WOODLAND HILLS >> He bought a
$95 bottle of fine Syrah. Paid for
first-class airfare and luxury hotel
rooms. And racked up a $15,500
credit card tab at Monty’s Prime

Steaks & Seafood.
David Fehte, executive director-principal of El Camino Real
Charter High School in Woodland
Hills, used the same school-issued
American Express card to charge
$100,000 over two years. Some
charges came while moonlighting
as a college basketball talent scout
for the San Antonio Spurs.

David Fehte,
the principal
of the El
Camino Real
Charter High
School, sits
during a board
meeting at the
school library
in May.

Now the El Camino high board of
directors has decided to launch an
independent financial probe of the
popular principal’s spending. The
forensic accounting comes ahead
of a yearlong management assistance review by a state financial
turnaround agency prompted by
the credit card scandal.
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UNITED KINGDOM TO STAND ALONE

Brexit vote a shocker

CRIME

Suspect
in deputy
shootings
identified
39-year-old man being
held on $10 million bail
From staff and wire reports

Two sheriff’s deputies were shot late Thursday after a series of gunbattles with a
man who fled a DUI checkpoint
and was eventually arrested after a SWAT team fired tear gas
into a home where the gunman
was holding a hostage.
Juan Martinez, 39, was arrested on Friday morning and
booked on multiple charges of attempted murder on a peace officer
and kidnapping a civilian.
The two injured male deputies,
who were not named, underwent
surgery after being transported to
Long Beach Memorial. One deputy was listed in stable but critical condition, and the other was
shot in the upper torso and was
also listed in critical but stable
condition, sheriff’s spokeswoman
Nicole Nishida said Friday afternoon.
The civilian hostage, an adult
man, was unharmed. Martinez
was also unharmed.
The chaotic scene began at
about 10:50 p.m. at a DUI checkpoint on Lakewood Boulevard.
A motorcycle deputy pulled
over the suspect in the 16600
block of Lisa Avenue, deputies
said. The gunman then got out
of his vehicle with a firearm and
“fired several rounds at the deputy, striking him multiple times,”
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Even supporters of Britain’s decision to exit the European Union appear disbelieving by the results at a party Friday night in central London.

Economics: Financial markets stagger at UK’s vote to leave European Union
Uncertainty: PM Cameron resigning as Britain enters into uncharted territory
By Jill Lawless and Danica Kirka
The Associated Press

Britain has jumped. Now it is
wildly searching for the parachute.
The U.K.’s unprecedented decision to
leave the European Union sent shock waves
through the country and around the world
Friday, rocking financial markets, toppling
Prime Minister David Cameron and even
threatening the ties that bind the United
Kingdom.
Britons absorbed the overwhelming re-

Inside: The economic fallout from Britain
voting to leave the European Union will be
felt in Southern California. PAGE A5

LONDON >>

alization that their anti-establishment vote
has pushed the British economy into treacherous and uncertain territory and sparked a
profound crisis for a bloc founded to unify
Europe after the devastation of World War
II.
“Leave” campaigners hailed the result as
a victory for British democracy against the
bureaucratic behemoth of the EU.

Conservative former London Mayor Boris
Johnson said “the British people have spoken up for democracy in Britain and across
Europe,” while Nigel Farage, leader of the
hard-right U.K. Independence Party, said
“the dawn is breaking on an independent
United Kingdom.”
But for the 48 percent of British voters
who opposed a British exit or Brexit — and
for the 2 million EU nationals who live and
work in Britain, but could not vote — there
was sadness, anger and even panic.
BREXIT » PAGE 5
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Inside: A gunman who fired inside
a McDonald’s restaurant near Hollywood Burbank Airport was shot
by police. PAGE A3
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Prime time for plumeria,
which can thrive locally

FBI has no proof Orlando
club gunman was gay

Voters may get to weigh
in on DWP restructuring

20 reported dead in
West Virginia floods

The fragrant plants are a
water-wise option: They tolerate dry conditions and flourish
in full sun. HOME+GARDEN

That comes despite media
reports that Omar Mateen
frequented the gay club he
rampaged through. PAGE A16

The L.A. City Council on Friday
tentatively agreed to put a
DWP restructuring package on
the Nov. 8 ballot. PAGE A3

About 9 inches of rain damaged or destroyed more than
100 homes and cut power to
tens of thousands. PAGE A12
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4 Stages To A Heart Attack
Beverly Hills cardiologist explains the 4 stages to a heart
attack and the at home test you can do to find out if you're
at risk.

Do you have these heart attack warning signs?
Go To:

CardiacKiller2.com
To see if you are at risk...
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